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• This is the first comprehensive explora3on of single-zone SSC parameter space in the low 
state SED of NGC1275 with data extending from radio to VHE 𝛾-rays.

• The model shows a convincing SED fit when considering an angle with the line of sight of 
18°.  A large emission zone is favored of at least 0.3 pc (1𝜎 C.L.). 

• Such a large emission region may not be accommodated by emission from the core, 
sugges3ve of the radio-zone C3 as a poten3al TeV emiSer in the low state, consistent with 
the 2017 flare state model in Rulten+ in prep.

• An ongoing inves3ga3on of the 2022 flare including the MWL SED is currently in progress.

• NGC 1275 (z=0.01756), central galaxy in the Perseus cluster, is host to an extremely bright 
compact radio source (3C 84). It has a complex morphology that has evolved with 3me.

• Previous low-state studies: Aleksić+2014 u3lized MAGIC observa3ons from 2009-2011 
and aSempted to explain the low-state emission with a single-zone SSC model.

• Significant NGC 1275 flare in January 2017: Mul3wavelength (MWL) SED fiang of the 
2017 flare data indicates that a mul3-zone SSC model (with two SSC components) and a 
strong external inverse-Compton (EIC) component is required (Rulten+ in prep). The model 
points towards radio component C3 as the emission region of the flare. 

• Another significant NGC 1275 flare in December 2022: Detected by MAGIC (Atel #15820; 
150% Crab) and LST-1 (Atel #15819; ~140% Crab). Follow-up observa3ons by VERITAS 
coordinated with Swi$-XRT and NuSTAR on Dec 29th, 2022. 

Figure 2. (Le,) Sequence of images from VLBA observa8ons of 3C 84 over 2012-2020 showing  the changes in C3, an emission component, 
and evolu8on in the overall radio morphology (Credit: Kino+2021). (Right) Pictorial depic8ons of the Synchrotron emission process in (a) 
and inverse-Compton emission process in (b). 
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Figure 3. (Right) Panel of (preliminary) MWL light curves 
with flux on the y-axis and the observa8on date in MJD on 
the x-axis spanning 2012-2017. All the data shown here 
are contemporaneous with VERITAS observing windows of 
NGC 1275. 

Light curves were constructed for each 
waveband across 2012-2017.

Two Stage Thresholding technique was 
applied.
Threshold* = µ + (3×𝜎)
First iteraBon: most significant flares. 
Second iteraBon: any potenBal high states.

If a flare was idenBfied in one band, 
simultaneous data were removed from the 
other bands as well. 

All data were restricted to VERITAS 
observing windows of NGC 1275.
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Significance VTS Flux (>200 GeV) 
(cm!"s!#)

𝜸 N
(TeV!#m!"s!#)

𝑬𝟎
(TeV)

53 20𝜎 (4.8±0.3)E-12
~2.2% Crab 3.86±0.2 (4.68±0.5)E-08 0.4

*For the Fermi-LAT data selec4on alone, the flare threshold 
u4lized was different: data exceeding three median-
absolute-devia4ons from the median (Talluri+2023).
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EBL absorp8on included in the model (Franceschini+2008)
Fit using Gammapy package (Deil+2017)

Figure 4. (Left) Low-State Compton SED peak fit with 
the best fitting model: a power-law + sub-exponential 
cutoff (Talluri+23). 

• VERITAS low state results are displayed in Table 1. 
• The VERITAS low-state flux is comparable to MAGIC low-state flux reported in Aleksić+2014: 

3% Crab (Camp I, Oct 2009-Feb 2010) and 2.4% Crab (Camp II, Oct 2010-Feb 2011).

Table 1: Summary of VERITAS low-state analysis Power-law:  "#"$ = N( $$!)
%&     (1)

VERITAS Analysis

Fi0ng of the Low-State Mul<-wavelength SED
• Mul3-wavelength data was fit to a single-zone SSC with the latest version of Bjet_MCMC 

tool (Hervet+2023). The underlying leptonic par3cle distribu3on was assumed to be a 
broken power-law with the parameters shown in Table 2. 

• The Doppler factor was constrained (𝛿< 3.2) to keep it consistent with Rulten+ in prep which 
adopted a jet viewing angle of 18°.

• Hyperparameters of the MCMC fit: nsteps =6500, nwalkers=200, and burnin=250.

Table 2. Best fi_ng model parameters along 
with their 1𝜎	errors

Parameter Best value
Doppler factor 
(δ < 3.2) 2.48	%'.)*+,.**

Particle density factor 
(K) [10-cm%-] 7.4	%..-+'*.-

First index (α') 2.7	%,.,/+,.,)

Second index (α*) 4.6	%'.,+,.)

Low-energy cutoff 6.5	%/./+*0./

High energy cutoff 
[10/] 576	%/1'+)*)

Energy break [10/] 1.04	%,.-0+,.2/

Magnetic field strength 
(B) [10%-G] 7.59	%).'*+0.0'

Blob radius R 
[10'0]	[cm] 2.3	%'.-+1.1

Reduced chi squared 66.93 / 35 = 
1.83

Fitting of the Low-State Inverse-Compton SED Peak

Figure 6. (Le,) Posterior distribu8on of the radius of the emission region (R). The best 
fi_ng radius is 2×1018 cm or 0.76 pc (shown in red). The 1𝜎	range on R is 0.3 pc to 3.2 pc 
(shown in blue). (Right) 43 GHz total intensity map of 3C 84 from Nagai+2014. The 
overall scale (projected distance) between C1 (radio core) and C3 (radio component) is 
indicated on the image. The de-projected distance of C3 from the core (assuming 
𝜃=18°) based on Nagai+14 is ~3.2 pc. 
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Conclusions & Future Work

• Akaike Informa3on Criterion test to 
determine best fiang model: Power-law + 
sub-exponen3al cutoff model (eqn 2) with 
a cutoff energy of 16 GeV (Talluri+2023).

Credit: Center for Astrophysics | Harvard & Smithsonian

PRELIMINARY

Mul<-wavelength Low-State Data Selec<on
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• At Very-High-Energies (VHE; E>100 GeV), the dominant 
extragalac3c sources are blazars, with very few radio 
galaxies (RG) e.g., NGC 1275, Cen A, M87 and 3C 264. As 
with blazars, the physical origin of TeV emission in these RG 
remains unclear. 

• Large jet-viewing angles in RG -> low Doppler factor -> 
detec3on bias to nearby RG.

• Characterizing the low-state behavior of a source is crucial 
to gain further insights into its flaring states & variability. 

• Compared to their bright, flaring states, low-flux states of 
jeSed ac3ve galac3c nuclei require longer integra3on 3mes 
for a detec3on.

• ObjecHve: characterize both flaring and non-flaring states of 
NGC1275 to understand gamma-ray emission mechanisms.

• Current study: Low-state mul3-wavelength SED over 2012-
2017 fit to a single-zone Synchrotron self-Compton model.
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Figure 1. Pictorial depic8on of the jet-
viewing angles of blazars and radio 
galaxies with respect to the line of sight; 
the lager tend to have larger jet-viewing 
angles to LOS as indicated in the image. 

Data courtesy:
 Dr. Eileen Meyer

Data courtesy:
 Dr. Alberto Sadun
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Figure 5. Low-state MWL SED with data from 2012-2017 fit to a single-zone SSC 
model. The best fit and the 1𝜎	errors are shown in blue. The synchrotron peak is 
indicated by a doged line and the inverse-Compton peak in a solid black line. The 
second order SSC component is shown in orange. 

Γ = 1.93 ± 0.009
𝛂 = 𝟎. 𝟓	(𝐟𝐢𝐱𝐞𝐝)
λ = 59.7 ± 4.1	TeV!"
k# = (9.35 ± 0.7)e − 11	cm!$	s!"	TeV!"	
E# = 1	TeV	(Qixed)

Log R = 18.4!#.&'#.(
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